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The German 290th Infantry Division at Demyansk 
By Henning Nagel and Vance von Borries 
 

During September 1941 the summer advance 
into the Soviet Union by German Army Group 
North had largely ended. In the north, units 
of the Army Group’s 18th Army laid siege to 
Leningrad while to the east and south they 
stood against Soviet efforts to relieve the 
great siege. To the south, 16th Army entered 
the Valday Hills region, taking Demyansk on 
September 8th thereby securing Army Group 
North’s southern flank and establishing a link 
with its neighbor, Army Group Center. By the 
end of November the 16th Army conducted 
little more than local actions and the 
campaign in the area settled in to static 
warfare. The main German effort had shifted 
south to Army Group Center in front of 
Moscow. Yet, as Army Group Center began to 

close around Moscow, it too lost momentum and shifted to the defensive. Then the Soviets struck. What began 
as a limited counter-offensive against Army Group Center in December grew by January 1942 into a general 
strategic offensive that threatened to expel the Germans from much of the Soviet Union. 

Practically all German divisions in Russia were caught up in the winter campaign and at times each would find 
itself thrown back on its own resources. Little else would be available. In the Demyansk/Valday area all German 
divisions worked together and each played an important role, sometimes critical, in withstanding the Soviet tide. 
The story of the 290th illustrates how these divisions held together. 

The 290th Infantry Division (ID), part of 16th Army’s X.Army Corps in the Valday region, had been formed in 
March and April 1940 in the Munsterlager Troop Maneuver Area from newly trained north German personnel. It 
was officially activated on February 5, 1940 and took part in the last stages of the invasion of France. After a 
time of occupation duty it transferred east and joined Army Group North where it would spend the rest of the 
war. It spearheaded the invasion of the Soviet Union and participated in several major battles during 1941 
before settling into positions near the Valday Hills. 

As action in the 16th Army area lessened, the 290th's sector became quiet. It held favorable positions for the 
summer and fall by depending upon swamps and river obstacles but these would prove inadequate as they froze 
during the winter. Its frontline started with its left flank anchored at the south shore of Lake Ilmen. Behind that 
about 10 km of shoreline was judged inaccessible and therefore initially left unoccupied. The fishing village 
Vzvad thereby became the leftmost German position. It was manned by the 1./Panzerjäger-Abteilung 290 with 
Radfahr-Schwadron 290 nearby at Korpova. They placed one or two squads each in six posts (including some 
personnel from III.Battalion/IR502) covering 20 km along the western bank of the Lovat River and the bend of 
the Pola River. Panzerjäger-Abteilung 290 had another company at the Division HQ and one company 
subordinated to Corps HQ, initially located at Vereteyka (2 to 3 km south-west from Kalynets), near Nalyutshi. 

Infantry Regiment 502 (“IR502”) of 290th ID occupied frontline positions from the Pola River bend at Tulitovo 
east to Kulakovo. Further to the east along the Kolpinka River from Lutshki to Lutovnya stretched Infantry 
Regiment 501 (“IR501”). The IR501 and IR502 each had two battalions in their frontline and one battalion as 
reserve. The frontline consisted of a string of well developed strongpoints at villages that provided for an all-
around defense. Because of their shortage in artillery, Soviet troops would have to maneuver and by-pass these 
strongpoints, rather than expect firepower to reduce them. Ski troops were expected to infiltrate between the 
strongpoints and go deep into the German rear to cut communications. 
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The division’s right flank was originally manned by the subordinated Infantry Regiment 26. But this regiment was 
given back to its parent division, the 30th ID, in mid-September 1941. The 30th deployed to the right of the 
290th, but had no contact with the 290th when the Soviet Winter Offensive started because it had not been 
possible to man a continuous front over the Neviy Mokh Bog that separated the divisions. Only a loose 
connection was possible over the nearly impassable terrain. 

On December 3, 1941 Infantry Regiment 503 (“IR503”) of the 290th ID along with elements of Panzerjäger-
Abteilung 290 was subordinated to the 30th ID in an attack to move the frontline north over the Neviy Mokh 
Bog to align with an east-west log causeway which in mid-December delineated the “Winter-Line." Only 
detachments of IR503 made the actual move. The main line of IR503 remained however, west of the Neviy 
Mokh from Lutovnya to Kalynets in the south and then along the railway to Beglovo Station. This situation did 
not change until January 7, 1942. 

Supporting each infantry regiment of the Division was one leichte Abteilung (light battalion) apiece from Artillery 
Regiment 290. The schwere Abteilung (heavy battalion) included a Russen and Franzosenbatterie (meaning, one 
battery with Russian and another with French guns). It supported the leichten Abteilungen and was stationed 
around Shchechkovo. Organizationally, each leichte Abteilung was equipped with twelve 10.5 cm leFH 18 and 
the schwere Abteilung had twelve 15 cm sFH 18. While there is no record about the type of Soviet guns in the 
"Russenbatterie," the "Franzosenbatterie" had the French “Mortier de 220 mm Mle 1916” renamed as 22 cm 
Mörser 531(f). Tactically, the II. and III. Abteilungen were used on the Division’s Western Flank and I. Abteilung 
on the Eastern Flank. The IV. (schwere) Abteilung was used on both flanks and the Division’s North Flank. 

The Soviet forces opposing German 16th Army were organized under Col.Gen. Pavel A. Kurochkin’s 
Northwestern Front (NWF). On December 18, 1941 Soviet High Command (Stavka) directed Kurochkin to 
prepare for an offensive to begin no later than December 26th to break the German lines south of Lake Ilmen, 
liberate Staraya Russa, exploit to the west, and link with Soviet forces driving west and southwest from the 
Volkhov River line north of Lake Ilmen. Additionally, other forces from NWF would push south to cut off German 
Army Group Center. With this order Kurochkin may have thought he was supposed to win the war by himself 
and indeed while Stavka only grudgingly gave him extra preparation time they gave him no significant amount of 
reinforcements until later. Supplies were to be captured from the Germans. During the night of January 7th/8th 
Northwestern Front opened its offensive. All of11th Army and part of 34th Army attacked 290th Division. The 
11th Army advanced with strong forces against Vzvad, Staraya Russa, and Parfino. The 34th Army was slower to 
attack, needing first to infiltrate deeper through the frozen (and now passable) Neviy Mokh Bog. The 290th 
Division’s center position along the Kolpinka meanwhile suffered only probing attacks, to pin German troops 
already deployed there. 

 

The Fighting at Vzvad 
The Germans in Vzvad (German spelling is “Wswad”) learned 
from villagers and prisoner reports, that on January 6, 1942, 
the Russian Christmas Day, an attack will start against Staraya 
Russa. But reconnaissance patrols could not find evidence for 
a coming attack. On the same day Oberstleutnant Iffland, 
commander of the Panzerjäger-Abteilung 290 and highest 
ranking German Officer in Vzvad, departed to Germany due to 
medical reasons. Hauptmann Pröhl, Commander of 
3./Pz.Jg.Abt.290 took his place. 

 

During the daytime of the 7th everything stays quiet, but at nightfall green and red flares climb into the sky 5 km 
east and northeast from Vzvad. Light signals flash from the Zhelesno Lighthouse. At 9:20 pm Leutnant Richter, 
manning Post (Hochstand) No. 6 with two squads (about 12 men) from Radfahr-Schwadron 290 and IR502, 
reports strong Soviet movement of motor sledges and ski troops opposite his position.  
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Some hours later another outpost reported hearing the sound of mines detonating. At midnight Richter receives 
orders to retreat to Vzvad, but enemy columns have already passed his post. With temperatures dropping to 
minus 40 degrees he and his men pull their snow shirts tight around their uniforms and join the enemy columns 
under the cover of darkness. They reach friendly lines near Vzvad during the early hours of the 8th. Vzvad, 
Korpova and Podborovka are now cut off. 

On January 8, 1942 "Kampfgruppe Wswad" was organised as follows: 

Abteilungsführer Hauptmann Pröhl with Staff 

Abschnitt Ost and Nord (Section East and North) (Hauptmann Pröhl) with: 

 3./Pz-Jg.Abt.290 (Hauptmann Pröhl) 

 III. Platoon of 3./Pi.290 (Leutnant Voss and Oberfeldwebel Stewes) 

 III. Platoon of Radfahr.Schw.290 (Wachmeister Petschulat and Oberwachtmeister Willich) 

 Platoon of 2./Pi.290 (Oberleutnant Beisinghof) 

Abschnitt West and Süd (Section West and South) (Oberleutnant Mundt) with: 

 Stab Pz.Jg.Abt.290 (Feldwebel Wellhöfer) 

 Two squads of Nachrichtenzug Pi.290 

 II. Platoon Radfahr.Schw.290 (Leutnant Richter) 

 Platoon Pz.Jg.Abt.290 (Oberfeldwebel Schlünz) 

 Störungstrupp 9./A.Na.Rgt.501 

 Infanteriegeschütz Platoon 13./503 with two light infantry guns (Feldwebel Schubert) 

By midnight more troops arrive in Vzvad from neighboring villages: 

 Vorkdo.Kradschützen-Btl. 38 (vanguard of Motorcycle Battalion 38) (Oberfeldwebel Feuer) from Chertitsko 

 2./Wachbtl. 615 (Leutnant Güle) from Medvedno and Otvidino 

 Flugmeldekp. (mot.) 6/1 (Leutnant Schneider and Feldwebel Günther) from Medvedno and Otvidino (a 
Luftwaffe signals unit) 

"Kampfgruppe Wswad" is now 543 soldiers strong, including 14 wounded. 

The first attack against Kampfgruppe Wswad started at 3:00 am. The villages are hit by Stalin Organs (BM-13 
multiple rocket launchers) and mortars. In this sector Soviet patrols located gaps in the German lines. When the 
offensive opened Soviet 11th Army’s leading units, 180th and 182nd Rifle Divisions (RDs), used infiltration tactics 
to isolate known German strongpoints such as Vzvad. While 1st Battalion/140th Rifle Regiment (182nd RD) 
attacked from the east and south, 71st Ski Battalion (with 6 mortars, 27 MG and 135 MP) attacked Vzvad from 
the north. In response the Radfahr-Schwadron under command of Oberleutnant Mundt retreated from Korpova 
and Podborovka to Vzvad. With the connection to the 290th ID lost the Kampfgruppe is subordinated to the 
18.ID (mot.) in Staraya Russa. 

By 10:00 am Vzvad is fully surrounded. That night at 8:35 pm the Soviet 42nd Rifle Regiment (180th Rifle 
Division) launches an assault but was repulsed with heavy losses. Some 120 Soviet troops were captured and 
held in the Vzvad church. While complaining about their lack of food they reveal details about the new Soviet 
general offensive and the report is passed on to higher command. Army command then orders Vzvad to stand 
and promises supply by air. 

On January 10th the Luftwaffe starts to drop supplies to the Kampfgruppe. That day sees the first Soviet use of 
incendiary shells against Vzvad, which set many houses ablaze. That night another Soviet attack is repulsed. On 
the same day Hauptmann Pröhl learns that he has earned the Knights Cross. The medal will be dropped into the 
Cauldron on the following day by the Luftwaffe using a supply container. 
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On the 14th a Soviet horseman appears and demands the surrender of the Kampfgruppe, but he is sent away. To 
enforce the answer Pak and infantry guns fired a brief bombardment in the direction Korpova and Podborovka. 
The Soviets reacted that night by attacking with tanks and ground attack aircraft (including a biplane). A T-26 
tank breaks through the German lines, drives to the HQ of the Kampfgruppe, turns around and drives back 
through the village, all the while avoiding thrown hand grenades. It is able to reach the southern edge of the 
village were finally a Pak destroys it just as the Soviet attack is defeated. On the 18th the 290th ID reported that 
the Soviet 140th Rifle Regiment has redeployed near Staraya Russa; it no longer faces Vzvad. 

During the night January 19th/20th the Soviets launch another big attack. Soviet heavy howitzers fire from 
Chertitsko into the Cauldron. Soviet tanks and infantry break into German lines and in many places the fight 
degenerates to hand-to-hand-combat, particularly at the sauna and the collective farm store. In close combat 
with the tanks infantry destroy two and force two others to retreat. After eight hours of heavy combat the 
Soviets finally withdraw. 

That evening with ammunition running low, Pröhl obtained permission from Army command to evacuate. 
Within hours the Kampfgruppe abandoned the ruins of Vzvad and retreated undiscovered over the frozen Lake 
Ilmen. After a 14 hour march through darkness and snow over open ice, covering about 20 km (in temperatures 
reaching minus 50 degrees C) they reach friendly lines at the village of Ushin where they are greeted by 
members of a Police Regiment and the Spanish Blue Division. The fight for Vzvad has ended at the cost of 17 
dead and 72 wounded. Five soldiers went missing because of the retreat over the lake. On January 22nd the 
remnants of the Kampfgruppe relocate to an area southeast of Shimsk and are now at the disposal of 16th 
Army. They were later employed in anti-partisan actions in the swamps at the southern end of X. Corps’ front. 

The Fighting on the Western Flank 

The 290th Division responded by extending its frontline at the left (or Western) flank from Tulitovo southward 
with the reserve battalions: II./IR501, under command of Hauptmann Himpe near Anuchino, west of the Lovat 
River, and III./IR502 (under command of Oberstlt. Rademacher), and with Pak and infantry guns from the other 
front sectors. The artillery also regrouped. This strengthened the coverage in the sector of IR501 between 
Gorodok and Pustynka and along the new front on the Western Flank. 

On January 7th in an almost belated anticipation of the Soviet attack X. Corps directed the I./IR26, Radfahr-
Abteilung 30 (without its 2.Schwadon), and 5./IR368 to move by railroad from Knevitsy Station to Ivankovo and 
by road to Sloboda to reinforce IR502. And on the 8th, an artillery Abteilung was formed from 2. and 8. Batteries 
of A.R.30, 4./A.R.207, and 2./Art.Abt.818 under command of Hauptmann Hadenfeldt and was ordered to an area 
northwest of Parfino. Because the draft horses were too exhausted to overcome the hard winter weather, 
tractors and towing vehicles had to be used in shuttle service to bring all batteries to the Lovat. X. Corps hoped 
that the growing gap between the main base at Staraya Russa and 290th Division could be closed by counter-
attacks by this group and by other forces out of Staraya Russa. Instead, strong Soviet forces pressed their attack 
causing the Germans to cancel their plans. 

On January 9th Radfahr-Abteilung 30 advanced and fought for the possession of the railway line at Ivankovo. 
The Abteilung was not successful. It suffered high losses, and retreated to Kiyevo to establish a blocking position 
to delay Soviet southbound moves. Victorious Soviet forces then pushed west toward the important road near 
Lipovitsy pushing before them parts of the 18th ID (mot) and the SS-T.-Aufkl.Abteilung out of Talygino and 
Anischino. By the end of the day Soviet forces were outside Staraya Russa and from this time the 290th ID no 
longer had any continuous front contact with German forces there. 

Meanwhile, other Soviet forces take Yuryevo on the western bank of the Lovat River. The III./IR502 was not able 
to hold Yuryevo against attacks supported by 52-ton heavy tanks, having no weapons capable of defeating them. 

The new Western Flank of the 290th ID ran from Tulitovo, through the Pola River Bend, Chmelevo, Anuchino, 
and Sloboda to Ivankovo. To man it the division positioned the II./IR501 and III./IR502 near Anuchino and the 
newly arrived I./IR26 at Sloboda.  
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This left a gap that allowed the Soviets to cut the road from Staraya Russa to Parfino at Ivankovo on January 
11th. In Parfino were located the supply depots of the Division. Because the supply base was threatened 
provisions had to be reduced and artillery ammunition used sparingly. 

The Western Flank was led by Oberstleutnant Nickel (Commander of IR502) and supported by Oberstleutnant 
Beeken (Commander of A.R. 290). Beeken was very active at this time. He was everywhere, leading batteries as 
Forward Observer at the Western Flank, observing his batteries on both the Western and Eastern Flanks, and 
consulted with infantry leaders and the Division commander, Generalleutnant Theodor Freiherr von Wrede, at 
their HQs. 

During the early hours of January 10th the Soviets concentrated troops 800 meters west of Anuchino and 
prepared to attack. The 4. and 5. Batteries under command of Oberleutnant Schweppenberg engaged, but were 
limited to harassing fire by the requirement to save ammunition. Then 24 trucks with artillery ammunition 
arrived from Pola, enough to supply the regiment and to relieve the necessity to save ammunition. By 06:30 the 
whole regiment is supplied and Schweppenberg's batteries are able to fire for effect. Meanwhile 12./A.R. 290 
engaged enemy troop concentrations in the Yuryevo area. 

The fire of Schweppenberg's batteries scattered Soviet infantry and tanks southwest of Beresitsko. Those Soviet 
troops gathered and advanced again against Sloboda, this time more effectively. The 4./A.R. 290 lost one gun 
crew to an attacking tank (2 dead and 5 wounded). Twenty Soviet tanks encircled and attacked Sloboda. Artillery 
support became impossible because friendly troops from I./IR26 were in the village, but they could not hold 
Sloboda on their own since they lacked the means to combat the tanks. They destroyed only one before they 
had to retreat, breaking out of the encirclement to the south. The survivors reached German lines at the road 
from Ivankovo to Parfino. During the night German artillery bombards Beresitsko, Yuryevo, and Sloboda. All 
batteries suffered losses during that day. 

On January 12th IR502 forms up with subordinated units to counterattack Yuryevo in order to cut the Soviet line 
of communications. Infantry and artillery had marched day and night to reach the staging area north of Parfino. 
The attack starts at 08:00 with Artillery Groups Wieloch and Schweppenberg firing support. The II./IR501 lines 
up near Anuchino and advances towards Yuryevo via Beresitsko. Things are quiet near Beresitsko because the 
Soviets are moving in small groups past Yuryevo towards Sloboda, ever deeper south into the Division’s flank. 

Farther north another grouping of German troops advances against Yuryevo. They start from the Pola River. The 
regrouped I./IR26 (Major Wendler) advances on the left flank, supported by 10./A.R.290, with III./IR502 on the 
north flank, supported by 1./A.R.290. The Engineer Platoon of IR501 secures the road along the Pola northward 
to the Pola-Lovat confluence. Oberstleutnant Beeken himself guides the fire of batteries 7. and 12./A.R.290 from 
a water tower. 

The vanguards of all three battalions reach the outskirts of Beresitsko and Yuryevo, but the Soviets fight 
stubbornly. The II./IR501 is eventually able to capture Beresitsko, but neither of the other battalions make any 
further gains. Around 10:00 am the Soviets counterattack with four tanks and infantry. The tanks drive through 
the villages and fire from ever changing positions on the German infantrymen who are easy to spot in their field-
grey uniforms. Losses are high. 

After consultation with the Divisional Ia (Operations Officer), Oberstleutnant im Generalstab Theilacker, 
Oberstleutnant Nickel orders I./IR26 and III./IR502 to retreat to the staging area. The intention to hold 
Beresitsko with II./IR501 until nightfall is given up when more and more Soviet tanks attack. Schweppenberg’s 
artillery covers the arduous retreat with defensive fire and smoke. 

Meanwhile, the divisional supply depots at Parfino are now coming under Soviet attack. At 10:00 am, 1:00 pm, 
and 3:00 pm Soviet soldiers enter some storage sheds, but every time are driven out by members of the 
Divisions-Verpflegungsamt 290 (V.A. 290). Strong Soviet forces with tank support are able to occupy the western 
part of Parfino in the evening, but they suffer high losses inflicted by 4. and 10./A.R.290. More Soviet tanks 
come from Ivankovo. One heavy and several light tanks are destroyed and the eastern part of Parfino stays 
under German control.  
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While the V.A. 290 was able to evacuate the most important supplies to Pola, the rest is captured by the Soviets, 
but not without losses. One bunker containing Latvian Potato Schnapps situated at the Lovat river bank received 
special attention. The entrance was in the field of fire of a German 2 cm flak battery. Time and time again Soviet 
soldiers try to enter the bunker. After several days more than 60 dead are counted near the entrance. 

On the evening of January 12th the Hauptverbandsplätze (Main Casualty Stations) of the 290th ID are in danger 
of being overrun, so the decision is made to evacuate the medical staff and as many as possible of the 500 
wounded. But inadequate means of transportation and lack of fuel condemn many (numbers not known) of the 
wounded to fall into Soviet hands. At this time of the war this could be disastrous for a wounded man. The 
Soviets frequently executed all who could not walk. 

During the night and in the early hours of January 13th the villages of Volosyko and Zapolye on the left flank of 
the North Flank are subjected to heavy Soviet artillery fire. But the subsequent ground attacks on both villages 
collapse soon due to defensive artillery fire support. 

On January 12th there developed a crisis in German higher command. To the north of Lake Ilmen the Soviets 
had simultaneously launched an offensive across the Volkhov River against the northern wing of 16th Army 
(XXXVIII.Army Corps). The Soviets had expected this to cause the Germans to withdraw from the Valday and 
Staraya Russa areas, as well as the Volkhov River, and then the Soviet wings would link at Shimsk, just west of 
Lake Ilmen. From there they would operate to the north to relieve the siege of Leningrad. The Germans did not 
withdraw from either position but Army Group North commander, Generalfeldmarshal Wilhelm Ritter von Leeb, 
was feeling the pressure. He signaled Berlin with a request to pull out of the area around Demyansk as it held no 
tactical or operational purpose for 16th Army or even Army Group North. Additionally, the withdrawal would 
shorten lines considerably and thereby provide reserves to meet events to the north and any future crisis. Hitler 
rejected the request as he had done with similar requests from armies to the south of Army Group North.  

He reasoned that salient and encirclements tended to tie down more Soviet troops on the periphery than 
German troops in the interior. Hitler’s odd argument had some merit. A running battle of a rearward moving 
front risks that the front cannot be held. Such a retreat in Russian winter conditions would have meant the 
abandonment of nearly all the heavy equipment essential to holding a front line. The snow, which could be 
chest-high in many places, and frequent minus 30 degree temperatures had already combined to make it 
impossible to move large motorized formations. With Hitler’s response Leeb resigned. His successor (on January 
17th) was Generaloberst Georg von Küchler, formerly commander of 18th Army. The first order he received 
from the Führer headquarters was, “Defend Demyansk to the last man.” All divisions were now to stand-fast. 

 

The Fighting on the Eastern Flank 

In this sector the 290th was opposed by part of 
Soviet 34th Army. The 34th could only deploy 
part of its strength since it had to stretch to cover 
static portions of the front. This forced the 34th 
to use infiltration tactics and so it was slower to 
attack. Between January 9th and 15th small 
Soviet groups of 202nd Rifle Division infiltrated 
the weak German lines. Defending the area was 
IR503, supported by I./A.R.290. They were able 
to withstand the first Soviet attacks and to hold 
the village line from Shkvarets to Kalynets. 
Companies Eckhardt and Wetthauer of I./IR503 
(likely the 3. and 4. Companies) in the forward 

positions on "Robinsoninsel" and "Teufelsinsel" (Robinson and Devils Islands) became cut off. Robinson was 
unsuccessfully attacked by the Soviets on the 13th. 
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Some small groups infiltrated around the isolated position at Pustynka. Stationed in Pustynka is the rest of 
1./IR503, commanded by Leutnant Becker. The nearby 7./IR503 is unable to dislodge enemy forces south of 
Pustynka with several attacks on January 14th. Meanwhile, other small Soviet groups entrench near Shkvarets 
around the positions of 1. and 2./A.R.290. 

On January 14th Soviet forces break through the 30th ID Front between Vershina and Vysotshek, forcing a new 
way into the Bog, and on January 15th strong enemy forces cross southbound over the log causeway. Pustynka 
stands in their way and is subject to heavy Soviet artillery and machinegun fire. Oberstleutnant Beeken inspects 
the situation of I./A.R.290. Major von Lueder reports that according to prisoners the observed small Soviet 
groups were really three regiments that pushed forward between the 290th and 30th divisions with the goal of 
linking with Soviet forces at the Lovat River. Parts of those regiments had already reached Beglovo Station and 
had been attacking there since the 9th to threaten the Rear Area of the 290th ID. The defense of Beglovo is 
aided by units of the 30th ID. X. Corps orders the 290th ID to continue attacks to recapture Beglovo Station and 
destroy an enemy grouping in Kotshanova with II./IR368 (relocated from Lychkovo) and SS-Kampfgruppe 
Kleffner (Parts of the SS-T.-Kradschützen-Bataillon). 

Now the 290th Division’s commander, Gen.Lt. von Wrede, inspected the situation on the Eastern Flank. The 
forward positions, the Robinson- and Teufelsinsel, have fought days without food. The Division promises Stukas 
to destroy enemy strongpoints, but fog prevents the mission. Despite the weather the Teufelsinsel is resupplied 
by air and on one day the Bicycle Platoon of IR503 reaches the Teufelsinsel on ski with food. 

On January 17th von Wrede visits the Eastern Flank again. The situation is bad. There are no local reserves. 
Because IR501 is already stretching its remaining forces to cope with the missing II./IR501 and I./IR501, the 
IR502 is ordered to send forces from the Western Flank. It sends I./IR502 and a ski platoon with 40 men on a 10 
hour march to the Eastern Flank. Oberstleutnant Schenk assumes command of the hard-pressed IR503 on 
January 18th. The IR501 can send only Company Philipp: 30 men to I./IR503 and 20 men to III./IR503. 

The Soviet groupings in the Neviy Mokh Bog are stronger by January 19th, being reinforced by parts of 26th Rifle 
Division. Four groups, believed to be 30, 60, 80, and 200 men respectively, are identified. The Soviets advance 
into the positions of I./A.R.290 near Motyrenko. Parts of 7./IR503 and Battery Diercks repel the enemy, who 
leave 65 dead. 

On January 23rd elements of Soviet 26th RD take parts of Shkvarets and by late afternoon had set fire to several 
buildings. The reinforced 2./IR503 is not able to dislodge them entirely and IR501 sends its 12. Company, Pak, 
and one light field gun. This leaves the regiment with only 1600 men to cover the 20 km long North Flank, 
meaning only 80 men for each kilometer. The strongpoints in Pustynka and on Robinson and Teufelsinsel still 
hold. 

On the same day the position of the 2./A.R.290 in the eastern part of Shkvarets is overrun by Soviet infantry. The 
position and the guns are retaken, but 17 gunners are dead and 12 wounded. Hauptmann Todsen, commander 
of I./A.R.290, also falls. The commander of 2./A.R.290, Leutnant Groß-Blotekamp, survives because he was the 
Forward Observer. When his unit was overrun he instead guided the fire of a heavy battery. The Division then 
sends three platoons from Pi./290, one company from 2./IR503, and one platoon from 9./IR503 to the village 
line. Nearby, Soviet troops near Bol. Zakhod entrench on January 25th. 

Farther to the east Kampfgruppe Borgmann is formed on the 21st from parts of 30th ID. It consists of: 
Stab.II./IR46, 2./Radfahr-Abt.30, 9./IR368, 3./Panzer-Jäger-Abteilung 30, one machinegun company compiled 
from units of IR 26, one platoon of light infantry guns (on skids) from IR368, and 3./A.R.30. Under orders to 
recapture Svinoroi, Poshaleyeva and Kusminskoye (about 2 km south of Beglovo) Kampfgruppe Borgmann will 
attack as soon as possible along with the Motorcycle Battalion of the SS-Totenkopf-Division. Borgmann’s men 
make only slow progress in high snow towards the start line. Heavy weapons become stuck time and time again. 
The march goes from Samoshka to Zaprudno and further on to Pustynja. Due to the slow progress the attack 
against Svinoroi, Poshaleyeva and Kusminskoye does not begin until January 23rd. 
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Although the SS-Totenkopf motorcyclists do not appear, Borgmann’s troops attack with good support from 
heavy weapons and capture Poshaleyeva and Kusminskoye. Svinoroi, situated on higher ground, is occupied by 
superior Soviet forces and they repulse the German attack. Kampfgruppe Borgmann must retreat to Pustynja 
when the night falls because the captured villages are burned down and cannot provide shelter for the night 
against the severe cold. Overnight shelter was critical to the men’s physical and moral powers of resistance and 
accordingly much Soviet bombardment concentrated on destroying buildings. Such bad luck meant that on its 
first day of combat the Kampfgruppe lost half of its combat power from fatalities, injuries, and frostbite. 

A renewed attack on the following day collapses, even with Stuka support. The few Stukas had little effect and 
the artillery was not able to fire, because contact was lost as a result of frozen radios and telephones. The 
intention to capture the villages is given up and Kampfgruppe Borgmann (without 3./A.R.30) moves via 
Olchovets and Bol. Nalyutshi to the 290th ID during the night of January 25th. The 3./A.R.30 returns to 30th ID. 
Also during the night of the 25th the Kampfgruppe, without 3./A.R. 30, is subordinated to 290th ID and marches 
via Olchovets and Bol. Nalyutshi to join the 290th. The Kampfgruppe made an unsuccessful attack on January 
28th and is later cut off in Bol. and Mal. Kalynets. After heavy fighting it is destroyed there during the retreat of 
the 290th ID during February. 

On the 24th the Soviet 26th RD with its 312th and 349th Rifle Regiments made a major attack. The Soviets 
ignore the strongpoints in Pustynka, on Robinson- and Teufelsinsel, and Vershina village. Their attacks aim 
instead at the village line: Preslianka, Motyrenko, Bol. Zakhod, Mal. Zakhod, Lyubetskoye, and Kalynets and 
major fighting develops. The German positions are all well fortified with minefields, bunkers, and barbed wire. 
Some positions are taken and supplies are captured. At the same time more Soviets appear 3 km west of 
Larinka. The 7./IR503 is forced to retreat to Ryabshikovo. Leutnant Becker’s 1./IR503 in Pustynka is under orders 
to hold to the last man, but Eckhardt and Wetthauer’s companies retreat from the Robinson- and Teufelsinsel to 
join the I/IR6 (30th ID) then entrenched at Vershina. 

Becker’s force still holds on January 26th and one plane drops three supply containers for them. Two are 
retrieved. The Soviets enter Kalynets. In Lyubetskoye the heavy MG Squad of 8./IR501 and 34 men of a 
construction battalion are hard-pressed. In the afternoon 14 men of the bicycle platoon of IR503 try to retake 
Lyubetskoye (one account says this took place on February 3rd).  Parts of the SS Totenkopf Division with three 
tanks (from Pz.Rgt. 203) participate and help bring the village back under German control. Nearby, a Pak platoon 
bombards Bol. Zakhod from midnight to 8:00 am and that village too is retaken, but fighting persists for two 
days without any decision. 

Leutnant Becker, still encircled in Pustynka, learns via radio that the O.B. of the Wehrmacht has awarded him 
the Knights Cross on January 27th 1942. Then Army Group command finally gives the order to abandon 
Pustynka. An Assault Detachment from 3./IR503, led by Feldwebel Kolander, reaches Pustynka from Shkvarets 
after four hours of fighting during the night of February 3rd/4th. All retreat back to Shkvarets where they are 
met by Oberstleutnant Schenk and Generalleutnant von Wrede. Leutnant Becker is decorated. The Pustynka 
garrison suffered only 10 dead and 9 wounded in twelve days of fighting. Soviet records claim 26th RD personnel 
found “30 fresh corpses of soldiers” in Pustynka upon its capture on the 5th, a day after the evacuation. 

More Fighting on the Western Flank 

For a moment it appeared that the 290th ID might stabilize its 
situation. On the Eastern Flank the forward positions in the 
Neviy Mokh Bog are given up, but the main line holds, from the 
bend in the front line at Babki and Lutovina to Kalynets. On the 
North Flank numerous infiltration and breakthrough attempts 
are repelled. Even Post No.1 in the Pola Bend near Tulitovo is 
able to hold from January 7th while cut off (until abandoned on 
the 29th). 
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On the Western Flank however, the 290th ID saw new trouble developing. While it was occupied with repelling 
heavy attacks by units of the Soviet 1st Guard Rifle Corps, the Soviet 2nd Guard Rifle Corps marched south 
beyond the railway line from Staraya Russa where it turned west against the Redya River valley. These powerful 
forces now threatened to cut off not only 290th ID and II.Corps (to the east) but the whole of X.Corps as well. In 
the evening of January 13th the Soviets advance against the bridges in Parfino. The defending infantry, 
engineers, and supply troops are overstrained and weak. They rely heavily on the support and fighting will of the 
Forward Observer and artillerymen of the 10./A.R.290, which in many cases have to defend their own 
emplacements as infantry or in close combat. One gun is lost and the battery with Russian guns lost a gun to 
barrel burst. All batteries have suffered personnel losses. 

To secure Parfino the 290th ID created a Kampfgruppe based on parts of I./IR26 under command of 
Oberstleutnant von Görne (30th ID) to include forces from the North Flank. The IR501 sends its Pionier-, 
Radfahr-, Reiter- and Skizug (Engineer-, Bicycle-, Cavalry- and Ski-platoons) and the Rear Area Services provided 
squads, platoons, and even companies. Since IR502 on the Western Flank and IR503 on the Eastern Flank can 
provide no more troops, the X. Corps orders the 30th ID to send II./IR368 and 3./A.R.30 to Parfino and to 
subordinate those units to Kampfgruppe Görne. The Soviets do not attack Parfino for the time being, but they 
send column after column along the Western Flank to the south. The whole position of 290th ID had become 
one long salient with inadequate protection on its flanks. 

Radfahr-Abteilung 30, which was forced into defending Kiyevo after its costly and unsuccessful attack on January 
9th, mustered little more than one Schwadron (Company) on January 16th and was retreating eastward along 
the railway line. Soviet forces pursue and are able to cross the Lovat River on January 19th. On January 21st they 
also cross the Pola River and enter Pola village. Battalion Himpe (II./IR501), supported by one platoon of 
8./A.R.290, counterattacks and regains most of Pola by dusk and clears the rest on the 22nd with artillery 
support from 12./A.R.290. The Germans are also helped by a 16 year old Soviet defector, who betrays the 
positions of the command posts of his Commissar and his Battalion Commander as well as that of the signal unit. 
All positions are bombarded by artillery. By 4:00 pm Pola is back under German control. 

Regardless, a strong threat remains. Soviet 74th Brigade, two-thirds of the 180th Rifle Division (the 86th and 
21st Regiments), and 29th Ski Battalion are identified as being on the west side of the Pola River only 1 or 2 km 
away from Pola village. And provisions have become exhausted due to interrupted supply routes.  

On January 22nd the Division could provide only 24g Sauerkraut and 36g Fat per soldier per day and just a 
quarter ration of fodder for the horses until air supply can take effect on January 25th. For many in the 
Demyansk Cauldron during the siege the usual daily ration measured 36g dried vegetables and 60g of horse 
meat (including bones!) which was sometimes supplemented by consuming oats that had been intended for 
horses. Horses were reduced to eating straw from the thatched roofs of buildings. Generally, rations did not 
return to anything like normal until early May. 

Meanwhile, 290th ID is subjected to heavy attacks on Chmelevo (just north of Parfino) and Tulitovo by a Soviet 
brigade for all of January 28th with a Soviet regiment strengthening the attack that night. These Soviet attacks 
cannot be held back, so the 290th ID abandons the defensive line at the Lovat River between January 29th and 
February 1st and retreats behind the Pola River were a new defensive line has been established from Tulitovo to 
Shchechkovo. Medical units of the 290th ID relocate much farther back to the Stepanovo area. 

At the same time, what remains of Kampfgruppe Görne and Artillery Group Wieloch have become isolated in 
their old positions in Parfino. Motorcycle troops of the SS-T.-Aufklärungs-Abteilung (SS-T.-AA) supported by 
tanks are able to reach them and together they fight their way back, reaching German lines on February 4th. 
Kampfgruppe Görne has suffered 120 wounded by February 5th, but even with tank support their evacuation is 
only partly successful. When the Kampfgruppe position is overrun during the night of February 7th/8th, some 25 
wounded fall into Soviet hands. 
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In front of them advances the Soviet 52nd Rifle Brigade along the railway line towards Pola village. Other strong 
Soviet columns, estimated to total 15,000 men with tanks and supported by squadrons of fighters and bombers, 
march south along the Redya and Lovat River valleys. It becomes imperative to lengthen the 290th’s front 
southward and to make contact with the defenders of Pola village, particularly so when farther to the south the 
Soviets establish a bridgehead over the Pola River at Bereska and Cherenka on February 2nd. 

Untenable Situation: the “Balcony” Position 

By February 6th the positions of 290th ID north of the railway line from Pola to Beglovo no longer have strategic 
value. Holding there would endanger the situation of the whole Demyansk Cauldron. Although Army Command 
orders the Division not to give up ground without a fight, consistent with the Hitler “Stand-fast” orders, the 
Division is already on the move. It is clear that standing in place would invite disaster. 

On the 6th IR501 gives up Gorodok, the eastern cornerstone of the North Flank, and I./IR 503 gives up Shkvarets. 
They retreat to prepared positions in the valley in front of Babki leaving rearguards in the old positions to install 
booby traps from anti-personnel mines and hand grenades. The retreat sets 1./IR 501 free and it is subordinated 
to IR502. 

On the Western Flank Pola is subject to heavy bombardment and the Soviet Air Force is very active. Parfinskoye 
Luka, Selivanovo, Parfino, Sastrovye, and Konyuchovo are lost to the Soviets, but Lukino is held in hard fighting. 
The 4./A.R.290, which had to destroy two of their guns the day before, loses another gun by bomb hit. On the 
7th a Soviet attack against Pola is repulsed, leaving 250 Soviet dead. 

On the Eastern Flank on February 7th the Soviets attack Bol. Zakhod. In reaction Oberleutnant Becker (Knights 
Cross holder from IR503) hastily forms a new company from 1., 3., and 7./IR503 and one heavy MG Platoon and 
is sent to reinforce Zakhod. Meanwhile, Kampfgruppe Borgmann fights hard for the possession of Bol. Kalynets 
but is cut off. Its commander is wounded twice. Oberleutnant Pampus assumes command and earns the Knights 
Cross, but falls. Oberleutnant Becker rushes with his company to Bol. Kalynets but also falls. 

While the Soviets concentrate troops to attack Goitsy at the Lovat River just south of the railway line, in 
Saostrovye 4./A.R.290 destroys its last gun. Battery personnel retreat with remnants of Kampfgruppe v.Görne 
westward in a 13-hour march. Parts reach Shchechkovo, larger parts reach Pola, and another group reaches 
Lovasitsy. 

Soviet troops gather and then attack Vorontsovo and Lukino on February 8th. Vorontsovo is lost, while Lukino 
becomes cut off. On February 9th Lukino, Medvedkovo, Shtetshkotets and Manuilova are lost on the Western 
Flank and in the South both Bol. Kalynets and Mal. Kalynets are lost. IR503 loses Lyubeskoye on the Eastern 
Flank on the 10th. 

The Division is hard-pressed. Stukas attack Manuilova and Kalynets, but there are too few infantry to regain and 
hold ground. The artillery is no longer able to regroup fast enough to concentrate their fire on all flanks. Vehicles 
and horses have been lost in alarming numbers. The Division now looks to Demyansk as its supply source. 
Columns with haggard horses struggle on the roads and drivers are forced into combat and prove their worth. 
Medical Services have difficulties moving the wounded. They have to rely on empty transport columns. Some 
300 wounded are moved south in the morning of the 10th. Behind them the Soviets close the road near Borki. 

Early in the morning of February 11th Soviet forces occupy Cherenka as well as Novo Cherenka and thereby cut 
the last communications for those parts of 290th ID situated north of the railway line. In this situation Borki and 
Cherenka must be regained. Despite orders to attack on the same day the subordinated regiments are unable to 
do so, because the Soviets gather forces in stronger numbers in Borki via Jarzewo and Bereska. 

Meanwhile on the Eastern Flank, Pestovka and Mal. Kalynets are repeatedly attacked. The villages can be held, 
but Mal. Kalynets becomes surrounded as the Soviets aim their attacks on Yablonovo. IR503 is ordered to 
explore a new defensive position from Mal. Kalynets along the railway line to Seltso (2km east of Pola), but the 
current frontline has to be held. 
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On the North Flank fierce fighting occurs at Mal. Wolosska, Bol. Wolosska, and Lyubochovo. Tulitovo is cut off 
and the Soviets capture Lyubochovo. Two Soviet POWs taken near Olichi state that the 74th Rifle Brigade and 
maybe also the 21st Rifle Regiment have arrived west of Pola. 

Shortly before midnight X. Corps radios to 290th ID, that the Führer has ordered the original Front to be held 
and to retake Borki, Cherenka, and Manuilovo; the Division will be supplied by air. This comes as a surprise, as 
the Corps Commander had radioed at 1:00pm that the Führer’s decision to retreat behind the railway line was 
to be expected soon and preparations to be made. During the day had the Division relocated the command post 
of A.R.290 to Pola. A.R.290 had made contact with Battalion Himpe in Pola and SS-Kampfgruppe Moder in 
Vereteika. Artillery Group Moder, now near Obsha I-III, was reinforced by 9./A.R.290, one Platoon 8./A.R.290, 
one gun of 7./A.R.290, and one Platoon 3./A.R.290. Artillery Group Körner was reinforced by the baggage train 
of an artillery battery in order to support IR503 in the village line in front of Yablonovo to the railway line. IR503 
built a Schwerpunkt in its southern sector by weakening its northern sector. IR501 had pulled all troops out of 
the North Flank and sent them via Shchechkovo, Boryscheva, and Teterino to Pola. IR502 held the line 
established after the fierce and costly fighting of the day for Bol. and Mal. Volosiko, Tulitovo, and Lyubochovo. 
The whole North Flank is now under command of Oberfeldwebel Rauch with only one squad in each battalion 
sector to deceive the Soviets. 

The soldiers from IR501 destroy their old dugouts and positions before marching all night. Much of the heavy 
equipment has to be destroyed as the regiment lacks transport. Scores of dead horses and discarded equipment 
mark the way to Pola. 

During the night of February 11th/12th, Mal. and Bol. Volosiko are subject to bombardment by Soviet heavy 
batteries located south and north of the front of IR502. Soviet infantry is already in rear of the regiment, but 
II./IR502 is still able to hold them off. The night became known to the men of IR502 as "Kaffemühlennacht" 
(Coffee Mill Night). Coffee Mill was the name given to Soviet biplane night-bombers and this night four bombers 
constantly hovered over the regiment’s northwestern village line. On average two bombs fell every five minutes. 

On February 12th the 290th ID makes its first attempt to re-establish a connection to the neighboring divisions 
and establish a line of communication to Demyansk. The attack is led by Oberstleutnant Beeken and the 
gathered forces called Kampfgruppe Beeken. 

The I./IR501 under command of Oberleutnant Timmann consists of 2nd (Oberleutnant Pfeil), 3rd (Leutnant 
Bosse), 4th (Leutnant Wienecke), 12th (Leutnant Neues), 13th (Leutnant Krefft) and 14th Company (Leutnant 
Poppe) and one Platoon of 13./IR502 as well as one light tank. Major Mohr leads reinforced III./A.R.290. The 
assembly area is Obsha I. Timmann establishes his command post at a cemetery 500 meters southwest of the 
village. Stukas arrive to support the ground assault. The first bombs are on target and hit the outskirts of Borki, 
but soon some bombs fall between the officers and messengers at the cemetery. Timmann and Bosse fall and 
Pfeil is seriously wounded. The attack cannot start. 

Leutnant Silzner assumes command of the Battalion, Leutnant Magerhans of 2nd Company, Oberleutnant 
Thelen of 3rd Company and Leutnant Kassel of 11th Company. The new leaders are little or not known by the 
men. The attack starts late at 10:00 am and is met by heavy defensive fire. When the commander of the light 
tank is killed, the driver loses his nerve and retreats. Thus the attack on Borki fails. Out of 190 attackers, 70 are 
wounded or killed. The Division Commander abandons the attack at 2:00 pm and the Battalion retreats to 
Obsha. The Soviets reinforce and improve the positions that isolate the 290th ID from the other German forces. 
They take Duplianka with 300 men, advance with 200 men against Beglovo Station, and move against Vereteika 
with 1000 men; and Grivka is attacked. The forces opposite of Borki at the Invalid Asylum are reinforced to 600 
men. Soviet attacks from Borki and Cherenka against Obsha-I are repulsed. Meanwhile in the IR502 sector, Mal. 
Voloska and Bol. Voloska are lost to the Soviets. The II.Battalion suffers high losses in close combat in the 
villages. 
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Now the second attempt to capture Borki begins. On February 13th IR501 prepares to attack Borki. 
Reinforcements arriving are: IR502, 1./Pi.Btl.290, 7./IR503., 7./A.R.290, and one platoon from 8./A.R.290. 
Oberstleutnant Nickel leads. Kampfgruppe 501 under command of Major Geerkens is tasked with the capture of 
Cherenka and Novo Cherenka and Kampfgruppe 502 (Hauptmann Virsching) with the capture of Borki. The 7./IR 
503 moves into the woods north of Novo Cherenka at 6:00 am which happens to pre-empt its occupation by a 
Soviet unit. The Soviets attack but are defeated. Oberfeldwebel Kersten guns down a Soviet mounted 
reconnaissance patrol forward of Obsha-I. 

The assault units take their starting positions at 10:00 am. The promised air support fails to appear on time so 
the artillery starts the battle alone. Novo Cherenka, Cherenka, and Borki are subject to a heavy barrage by the 
heavy Abteilung and the heavy and light guns of the infantry. Bombers appear later after all and they intensify 
the bombardment. 

IR501 starts its attack at 1:00 pm. Novo Cherenka is cleared in half an hour. The Soviet garrison flees and the 
German companies keep up the momentum. Cherenka is taken after one hour of heavy fighting. A rare 
conjunction of exemplary leadership, force, and luck brings victory. The luck may have had more to do with the 
Soviets in this area being short on supplies. Two 7.62 cm guns are captured and a battery of German 10.5 cm 
guns, lost earlier, is recaptured intact. 

The companies regroup. The 3rd and 11th companies advance along the road from Cherenka to Borki finding the 
Soviets are unprepared for such an attack into their flank. Now Battalion Himpe and 1./Pi.Btl.290 attack from 
Pola and enter Borki, but Kampfgruppe Virsching (IR502) is pinned down in front of Borki, like IR501 on the 
previous day. The light tank runs out of ammunition, but Oberfeldwebel Weißkopf of 14th Company uses it as a 
tractor. He limbers his gun, jumps onto the tank with a MG and orders the driver to move. Thus he forces entry 
into the village. Weißkopf destroys one Soviet anti-tank gun, brings his Platoon with two further guns forward, 
and breaks Soviet resistance at the northwestern outskirts of Borki. The three German assault groups force their 
way to the appointed rendezvous at the white church in Borki. For one hour there was bitter house-to-house 
street fighting. The Soviet soldiers do not yield, few surrender, most die during the fight. By 4:00 pm Borki is 
under German control and communication with the rest of the German Cauldron is re-established. The villages 
are now fortified. The 11./IR501 and parts of Kampfgruppe Virsching (IR502) take positions in Borki, 2. and 
3./IR501 in Cherenka, and Kampfgruppe Görne in Novo Cherenka. Much Soviet equipment was captured and 
some 762 Soviet dead are counted, all from 52nd and 74th Rifle Brigades. But the German losses are also high. 
Leutnant Sommer, of 13./IR501, fell. The greatest loss, however, is the death of the spirited commander of 
Artillery Regiment 290, Oberstleutnant Hermann Beeken, holder of the German Cross in Gold. 

 

The Retreat from the “Balcony” 

While the attack on Cherenka and Borki continued, the other sectors did not stay quiet. On the North Flank 
rearguards of IR502 were engaged by superior Soviet forces in Shchechkovo. On the east Flank IR503 is still hard-
pressed at Duplyanka, Bol. Kalynets and Beglovo Station. The Division still holds the "Balcony" position north of 
the railway line, a nearly 60 km Front. Half squads and sentries man what should be battalion sectors, very often 
out sight and out of earshot of each other. They have to deceive the enemy with noise and shooting, nowhere 
would they be able to repel even the weakest enemy push. 

The Western Flank is held by parts of IR502 from Kalitkovo to Shchechkovo and along the Pola River to the 
railway line and by parts of IR501 from there farther south along the Pola River. The Eastern Flank is still held by 
IR503. Many Rear Area Services personnel serve on the front line on both Flanks. Those from baggage trains, 
signal units, medical companies, the Divisions-Verpflegungsamt, bakery, and postal service formed their own ad 
hoc squads and companies or were incorporated into existing front-line units. But many units remained greatly 
depleted, such as the 1st Company of IR503 which after their commitment at Kalynets had left only one NCO 
and three men. 
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In order to tie up Soviet forces, a retreat by stages is conducted during the following days. The retreat starts 
during the night to the February 14th, when the command posts from the Division, Regiments 501 and 502, and 
A.R.290 are relocated to Stepanovo. The Qu.-Abteilung (Quartermaster) moves to Novi Gorki.  

On February 15th the Kolpinka Line is finally abandoned. The troops fall back to the first Reserve Line, which 
runs from south of Shchechkovo to north of Yablonovo. They are joined by personnel of the northern parts of 
the Western and Eastern Flanks. The Soviets are hesitant to pursue and delayed time and time again by fire from 
the rearguards. For the last time a Soviet attack on Preslyanka is repelled by the weak German garrison before 
they too join the retreat. 

Farther south on the 15th, the Soviets continue their attacks along the railway line against the Eastern Flank. 
They succeed in taking Kalynets. Troops assemble near Vereteyka. Battalion Heider (I./IR503) occupies the 
village, while Battalion von Lueder (III./IR503) leaves some weak posts in the villages on the Eastern Flank and 
prepares the second Reserve Line along the railway line from Seltso in the direction of Beglovo Station. Battalion 
Heider repels heavy attacks by the Soviet 26th Rifle Division on Vereteyka, but it was not the end. It developed 
into a three-day battle. 

IR501 at the Pola Front is reinforced by Obersturmführer Waller and Schlesinger with 51 men of the Waffen SS. 
They form the connection to Group Eicke, whose wing is positioned near Vassilyevshchina. The III./IR501 
receives a group of recovered wounded from IR26 (30th ID) as replacements. 

The Soviets push into the southern Larinka River valley. To hold them off and to establish the third Reserve Line 
Kampfgruppe Lorenz (commander of Pi.Btl.290) is formed and with SS-Kampfgruppe Giggerl is sent to Gorshitsy 
were they build positions in the village and snow fields. 

North of the railway line the Soviets advance beyond the village line and reach Vypolsovo on February 16th. 
Battalion Heider in Vereteyka is again subjected to three heavy Soviet attacks on the 16th and has to be 
reinforced by 3./IR503. The Soviets increase the bombardment by all weapons on the Division sector. Mortar 
shelling in the area of Borki and Pola force IR502 to abandon Dubki and the Linen Factory. Strong Soviet Forces 
threaten Gorshitsy and Podbely. 

Vereteyka sees the 7th, 8th and 9th Soviet attacks with 400 to 500 men on February 17th. Stukas support the 
defenders, but the Soviets reach the village center and have to be pushed back in close-combat. The situation of 
Battalion Heider grows more acute when lack of artillery ammunition prevents support. 

The Soviets now become aware of the German intention to completely evacuate the "Balcony" as day and night 
bombing shifts to the southern area up to Nalyutshi. They attack the second Reserve Line which must be held 
open to allow the last parts of the Division north of the railway line to pass. 

The Soviets shift their Schwerpunkt from Vereteyka to the Western Flank as they start to pound the positions of 
the 290th ID from Pola to Borki and as far as Bereska. But it is a feint, as they start the tenth attack on Vereteyka 
with strong artillery, mortar, and anti-tank gun support. Battalion Heider runs out of ammunition and loses the 
village. The last heavy weapons are destroyed and Heider’s battalion retreats to the Engelmann-Bridge, 1500 
meters east of Vereteyka, where he builds a new defensive line on the morning of February 18th. 

The Division is able to hold the Front, from Bereska to Gorshitsy, until February 20th against Soviet attacks on all 
sectors. During the same day the retreat of all units behind the second Reserve Line is successfully concluded. 
But there is no time for rest as Soviet forces breach the railway line near “Point 53.7” and advance to Novo 
Cherenka. IR502 hastily sends Company Bausch to bolster the defense. In the evening the Division orders the 
withdrawal of all units behind the third Reserve Line at Gorshitsy. The line is suited for defense being flanked by 
the large wooded area to the left of the village and the Larinka Valley to the right. However, Pola is lost on 
February 21st. A little later the Soviets enter the northern outskirts of Borki, while Obsha and Bereska hold them 
off. Renewed Soviet attacks on Gorshitsy are repelled with support from 7./A.R.290. 
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A new front line is established on February 22nd with IR502 stretching from Kurlandskoye to Gorshitsy, IR503 
holding at the eastern edge of the wood from Gorshitsy via Podbely and Topolevo to Obsha, and IR501 
positioned at the northern edge of the wood to the Pola River and along the river south to Nalyutshi. They 
intend to hold this front, but it is already subject to heavy attacks. The 180th Rifle Division is repulsed near 
Bereska. Three Soviet regiments advance from Vereteika. With Topolevo under attack by Soviet 74th, 52nd, and 
parts of 14th Rifle Brigade, IR502 has to vacate Gorshitsy. The IR502 recaptures the village in a counterattack, 
only to lose it a second time during the night. The loss of Gorshitsy means also the loss of the only road to 
Demyansk, so the village must be retaken. IR503 and IR502 are ordered to attack simultaneously from north and 
south, but the regiments are unable to execute the attack on February 23rd. 

Farther to the east the Red Army is able to break into the strongpoint line of 30th ID south of the Neviy Mokh 
Bog. II. Corps sees the danger of a collapse of the Demyansk Cauldron’s northern Front and orders 290th ID to 
occupy a new Main Front Line from Vassilyevshchina to Lyalino between Group Eicke and 30th ID. But the 
enemy-held Gorshitsy threatens the march to the new Main Front Line. 

Kampfgruppe Lorenz and II./IR502 are prepared to assault on February 24th. Because air support fails to appear 
due to snow, fog and mist the attack is postponed. The second attempt is made on February 26th and at first it 
seems that it will suffer the fate as the first attempt. Stukas are not sighted at the agreed time. But later at 11:00 
am 18 Stukas turn up and bomb the southern edge of Gorshitsy in two attack runs. During the ensuing ground 
assault Kampfgruppe Lorenz is repelled. II./IR502 (Oberleutnant von Lücken) is able to enter the southern 
outskirts, but is unable to defeat the strong Soviet garrison and has to withdraw. Even a second sortie of Stukas 
in the afternoon is not enough to ensure success. Major Lorenz was wounded and Gorshitsy stays in Soviet 
hands. 

The fight for Gorshizy turned out to be a waste of time so now II. Corps urged the occupation of the Line 
Nalyutshi - Kurlandskoye. Kurlandskoye was lost on February 28th but was retaken by Kampfgruppe Alberts 
(III./IR501) on the very next day and Soviet forces assembling near Samoshino were dispersed. Another Soviet 
attack on Kurlandskoye, timed with attacks in the 30th ID Sector, was repelled on March 2nd. 

The sector of the 290th ID is now quiet and the last units enter the main Cauldron. The withdrawal was 
successful. No longer does the Division have to hold an exposed front separated from the rest of the Cauldron. 
The battle of the "Balcony" of the 290th ID in the Cauldron of Demyansk has ended. 

For over two months German forces of II.Corps hold the Demyansk Cauldron in the face of many Soviet attacks 
until a relief force approaches and a force inside breaks the Soviet ring on April 21st. 

 


